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Background
Myanmar’s mining industry past & present
Drivers & barriers to mining investment
Myanmar’s mineral endowment & metallogeny
Local operational and regulatory environment
A new era? The importance of government
support to develop a modern mining industry
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About CSA Global

CSA Global is a leading geological, mining and management consulting company
which provides high quality solutions to our clients in the global minerals industry.
Our staff include geologists, mining engineers, project managers, data management
professionals and technical personnel.
•
•
•
•
•

30 Year History
>100 Employees
Global Experience
Global Presence
Full Project Capability

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exploration to production technical services.
Project reviews, program design & management.
Operational audits and improvement strategies.
Code compliant reports e.g. JORC, NI 43-101, etc.
Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimation.
Concept to feasibility studies.
Gap analysis, fatal flaw studies & due diligence.
Expert reports, valuations & specialist advice.
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About CSA Global
We are independent consultants to the global mining industry
Local knowledge backed by global presence & expertise
All mineral commodities…
All geological terranes & geographic regions…
Feasibility studies, mine development & operations…

Resource assessments, due diligence, expert reports…
Strategic & specialist advice, information, technologies…
Trusted advisors to public & private sectors for 30 years
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CSA Global in Myanmar
• Extensive experience in Myanmar
since 1994

Long Keng exploration camp, 2000

– Targeting studies, project
generation, & project evaluation
– Exploration project management,
including Sagaing Gold Project
(Kyaukpahto-Gegalaw belt) and
Long Keng Zinc Project (Shan
State)

• Complemented by 25 years indepth SE Asia experience in
Vietnam Thailand, Laos,
Malaysia, Cambodia, Indonesia,
and Philippines
• Offices in Singapore & Jakarta,
associates in Thailand & Vietnam
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Gegalaw, 2004

Flashback!
PDAC 2003
• First green shoots of the mining boom
• CSA presentation on Myanmar
followed apparent liberalisation
moves in 2002
• False dawn and the investment door
slammed shut again in 2004

YANGON 2016
• A real dawn to a new era?
• Opportunity to develop a vibrant
modern mining industry?
• Many pitfalls and hurdles remain…..
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Myanmar Mining Industry
• Since independence, Burma/Myanmar
has lacked an investment environment
to capitalise on its mineral endowment
• Colonial era mines were
undercapitalised prior to 1960’s
nationalisation and progressively rundown thereafter

Bawdwin
Mine

Mawchi Tungsten Mine, 2012
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Myanmar Mining Industry
• 1990’s liberalisation to encourage foreign
investment followed political upheavals –
1994 Mining Law
• Brief 1990’s mini-boom in exploration first modern exploration in Myanmar, but
limited in scope and extent
• Monywa developed as modern heapleach SX-EW operation now producing
40,000 tpa cathode copper

Kysintaung open-pit and leach pads, Monywa

• Terminated by 1997-1998 global
exploration industry collapse and
prolonged subsequent downturn
• 2000’s investment drought; political
situation and sanctions combined with
revised unattractive investment terms
and taxes
SX-EW copper cathode production, Monywa
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Myanmar Mining Industry
• Myanmar completely missed the 2004-2012
mining “super-boom”
• Ivanhoe pulled out of Monywa in 2007 and lost
the Modi Taung Gold project
• Chinese investment focused on known deposits,
e.g. Tagaung Taung Ni laterite and Monywa
• State mines and projects privatised, local
companies (e.g. Asia World, Eternal Mining)
• Monywa is still the only significant modern
mining operation in the country but expansion
is stalled
• Mining remains the domain of small-scale
operators with poor operating standards and
negative environmental and community
impacts for little economic return
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Gegalaw artisanal gold mining
and cyanide leaching, 2009

Myanmar Mining Industry
• Minimal past exploration enhances opportunities for shallow
discovery
– For what commodities? Where?
– What is the real mineral potential of Myanmar and, with investment, can
it underpin a modern mining industry?
– How can Myanmar attract the necessary investment?

• Does Myanmar want a modern mining industry that will support
economic and regional development?
Gegalaw artisanal gold mine, 2009

Padaeng Zn Mine, Thailand, 2005

THIS?

OR
THIS?
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Drivers of MINEX Investment
Macro factors
• World economy – growth, urbanisation, standard of living
• Commodity prices – growth & demand / supply issues
• Access to capital – market sentiment driven

Local factors
• Geological – well endowed in economic minerals
• Prospectivity – track-record or under-explored
• Regulatory & Operational
–
–
–
–
–
–

Regulatory environment – laws, regulations, policy etc
Ease & cost of business set-up and administration
Bureaucracy & corruption – minimise for efficient operation
Infrastructure framework – transport, power, etc.
Data – access to regional geological & exploration data
Services & workforce – availability and cost

• Security & health risks – security, civil unrest, disease
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How does Myanmar rate?
• Macro factors are currently
negative BUT time to position
for the next upturn
• Most macro factors cannot
be influenced locally
BUT
• Access to capital is influenced
by local factors – there is an
OPPORTUNITY to change
market perception of
Myanmar
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46 of 122 on
Investment
Attractiveness
Index in 2014

How does Myanmar rate?
• Relatively high 2014 Fraser Institute Myanmar ranking
(prospectivity & investment framework) may reflect limited
industry understanding of realities in 2014
• Contrasts with political risk perception and corruption index

Transparency International
Corruption Risk Map 2015
Control Risks Political Risk Map 2015
www.csaglobal.com

2014 Exploration Budgets

SE Asia/Pacific
share ~6%
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2014 Exploration Budgets
• SE Asia attracts a tiny proportion of global exploration budgets, mostly
Indonesia, Philippines and PNG
• Global perception will only be changed by improved local operating
environments
SE Asia/Pacific share ~6%
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2014 Drilling Activity
SE Asia/Pacific
share ~6%
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How does Myanmar rate?
• Local geological factors
cannot be influenced by
government
• Perception of Myanmar’s
mineral endowment and
prospectivity is positive
• 31st of 122 jurisdictions in
2014 Fraser Institute survey

• Ranks Myanmar above PNG,
Indonesia and the Philippines
• Is this justified??
• Regardless, it presents an
OPPORTUNITY to attract
foreign investors
www.csaglobal.com

31 of 122 on
Mineral
Potential
Index in 2014

How does Myanmar rate?
• What about the local
regulatory and operational
factors that can be
influenced by government
laws, policy & procedures?
• Presents greatest
OPPORTUNITY for
government to attract
investment and develop a
sustainable mining
industry
“The government is a carried partner with 50%. Then 35%
income tax plus royalties. Fees—never-ending fees. So, the
investor pays 100% to get 50%, less income taxes, royalties, and
fees. Then there are the investment restrictions, which are still
in place by the USA and Canada. It’s a mess. Hordes of people
are going there, expecting easy pickings, but the Myanmar folk
are waiting for them. It’s not an easy place to do mining.”
Fraser Institute Survey, 2014
www.csaglobal.com

64 of 122 on
Policy
Perception
Index in 2014

Geology and Prospectivity
• Understanding mineral potential is
directly related to:

 Understanding this tectonic
evolution and related metallogeny
 Understanding deposit preservation
potential, especially for epithermal
Au and porphyry Cu systems
• Provides the basis for target belt
prioritisation
• Knowledge from the surrounding
region can be used, especially where
limited information in Myanmar
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Geology and Prospectivity
• Relatively young geology – Late Palaeozoic
to Tertiary terrane accretion

• Lacks Archean-Proterozoic domains and
associated deposits
• Older Palaeozoic-Mesozoic volcanic arcs are
deeply eroded
• Tertiary arc magmatism is localised and
extensively covered by young sediments
However

• Significant deposits of Cu, Au, Zn-Pb-Ag, and
Sn-W exist in Myanmar and in metallogenic
belts that run into the country

What is the discovery potential?
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Gold Potential?
• Epithermal gold and gold-rich VHMS in PermoTriassic volcanic arc belt, Eastern Shan State

Tengchong
Setgadone

 Mae Chan, Dapingzhang, etc.

• Triassic orogenic gold in the “Slate Belt”

Kyaukpahto

 Modi Taung etc.; small high-grade deposits

• Cretaceous orogenic gold in the Central
Myanmar Arc
 Kyaukpazat etc.; small high-grade deposits

• Tertiary epithermal gold in the Central
Myanmar Arc and Sagaing Fault zone
 Setgadone etc., Kyaukpahto (>6Mt at 3g/t)

• Neogene transcurrent faulting and magmatism
in the Mogok belt
 Mesothermal gold, IRG/skarn? – Kwinthonze,
Thayetkhone, Kyaikto, etc.
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Kwinthonze
Monywa

Thayetkhone
Kyaikto

Copper Potential?
• VHMS in Cambro-Ordovician volcanic centres
 Bawdwin polymetallic VHMS

• VHMS in Permo-Triassic back-arc (Sukothai
and Changning-Menglian belts)
 Dapingzhang (c. 63 Mt at 0.8% Cu) etc. (China)

• Triassic fore-arc – Lemyethna Cu-Au
• Porphyry and epithermal in localised Tertiary
sub-aerial volcanic centres in the Central
Myanmar Arc
 Monywa (early Miocene); c. 1.88 Bt at 0.37% Cu;
Shangalon Cu-Au porphyry (Oligocene)

• Kachin arc correlated with Gangdese arc?
 Jiama (Tibet; 1.17 Bt at 0.41% Cu, 0.04% Mo,
0.1g/t Au)

• Mogok Belt Neogene transcurrent faulting
and magmatism - minor polymetallic skarn
www.csaglobal.com

Shangalon
Monywa

Zinc-Lead-Silver Potential?
• VHMS in Cambro-Ordovician volcanic centres
 Bawdwin polymetallic VHMS(?); 1938 reserve
10.8 Mt at 22.8% Pb, 13.9% Zn, 1.05% Cu and
670 g/t Ag – biggest global producer of Pb and
Ag before WW2

• Small vein-hosted deposits in Precambrian
and Cambrian clastics - Yadanatheingyi etc.
• Irish-type in Early Ordovician (1000 km of
strike from Kanchanaburi to western Yunnan
 Bawsaing district, Kanchanaburi, Dongshan etc.

• VHMS in Permo-Triassic back-arc (Sukothai
and Changning-Menglian belts)
 Laocang, Yunnan, c. 20 Mt at 4.3% Zn, 6.6% Pb,
151 g/t Ag and 0.11% Cu)

• MVT in Triassic and Cretaceous
 Long Keng c. 0.2 Mt at 35% Zn; Padaeng c. 1.7
Mt contained Zn
www.csaglobal.com

Shangalon
Monywa

Tin-Tungsten Potential?
• SE Asian Tin Belt (c. 2800 km) total estimated
production c. 9.6 Mt of tin, or 54% of the
world's tin production
• Most Sn-W in Myanmar is from Late
Cretaceous Western Province granite-related
mineralisation in Tanintharyi
 Mio-Pliocene alluvial and eluvial palaeo-placers,
e.g. Heinda and offshore dredging
 Relatively minor primary greisen and vein
production, e.g. Hermingyi, Kanbauk

• Tungsten-rich deposits on the eastern side of
the belt; e.g. Mawchi, Mae Lama (Thailand)
• Recent important Sn production from eastern
Shan State – northern extension of belt
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Ni, Cr, PGM Potential?
• Extensive ophiolite belts related to Indian
collision event; mostly steeply dipping and
dismembered ultramafics
 Relatively small, moderate grade Ni laterite
deposits; Tagaung Taung (40 Mt at 2% Ni),
Mwetaung (c. 36 Mt at 1.5% Ni)

• Widespread small chromite deposits and
occurrences
• Alluvial PGM’s recorded at Indawgyi,
Hukawng valley

• Jadeite at Hpakant has provided one of
Myanmar’s most valuable mineral exports
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Bulk Commodities Potential?
•

Iron-ore
 No large deposits known
 Potential for skarn magnetite in arc belts
 Pang Phet deposit; associated Cu and U?

•

Manganese
 Eastern Shan state; volcanic or skarn-related?

•

Bauxite
 No significant deposits reported

•

Coal
 Extensive low-grade sub-bituminous coal in
western basin, Kalewa etc.
 Small brown-coal deposits in fault basins on
Shan plateau, e.g. Tigyit, Namma
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Endowment - Takeaways
Gold & Copper in Volcanic Arcs
•
•
•
•

One large copper deposit – Monywa – no large gold deposits
Older arcs are deeply eroded, but may still be prospective
Prospective Oligocene-Pliocene magmatic centres are localised
The only arc belt that hosts large deposits outside Myanmar is the
Cenozoic arc belt in Sumatra – different geotectonic evolution

Orogenic Gold in Arcs and the Slate Belt
• Significant potential for small to medium scale high-grade deposits

Polymetallic VHMS
• Prospectivity outside Bawdwin remains to be demonstrated

Irish-type and MVT Zn-Pb-Ag-Ba
• High potential for moderate size/grade primary and oxide deposits

Primary and Placer Sn-W
• High potential
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Endowment - Takeaways

Ref: Steve Garwin
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Legal & Regulatory Framework
• 2012 Investment Law sets framework for foreign investment; approval through
Myanmar Investment Commission

• 1994 Mining Law set the framework for individual contracts
• Subsequent developments and new regulations proved a major disincentive to
risk investment in exploration and development, including
– Production Sharing Contracts
– High level of ‘signature bonus’ and ‘dead rent’, royalties
– Short licence terms, etc.
– Commercial tax

– Increasing bureaucratic and permitting overhead and restrictions

• No recent foreign licences or MIC approvals; foreign companies have explored on
local JV company licences (now accommodated under revised Mining Law)
• Updated December 2015 Mining Law – critical details remain to be revealed in
implementing regulations
– Main concerns – high royalties on metal values, not sales; survival of PSCs?; no clarity
on production terms at exploration stage
www.csaglobal.com

Current Operational Issues
• Delays and costs due to inefficient bureaucratic and
permitting overhead – e.g. travel permitting, export
of samples, etc.
• Difficult communications, poor mobile coverage and
internet access
• Poor infrastructure, transport challenges
• Unlimited and unreliable power supply
• Security restrictions are much reduced, but still an
issue in some areas

Long Keng Zinc Project, 2002

CMC’s Sagaing Gold Project, 2006
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Data & Services
• Improved UTM topographic map coverage at
1:50,000 from modern aerial photography

• Geological mapping limited in extent and
quality
• Almost no useful exploration data such as
geochemical datasets or airborne geophysics
• Limited technical professional experience
especially in younger generation
• Improving in-country exploration services,
drilling and geophysics; increased foreign
involvement in service companies
• Services and equipment can be imported but
slow and onerous

• Availability of local services will improve further
if foreign investment in exploration picks up
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Suntac diamond drill-rig, Legyin, 2009
Geosan LLC Mongolian geophysicists
with CMC team, Sagaing Project, 2005

Other Challenges
• Limited political and bureaucratic understanding of the mining industry
– Misguided application of “petroleum model” to the mining industry

– Mining industry not seen as important, especially compared to petroleum, when in
fact can be a much more fundamental driver of regional development
– Limited recognition that responsible mining to high environmental and community
standards is possible and the global norm – “social licence to operate”

• Vested interest of powerful elites in status quo
– Focused on short-term exploitative returns over long-term responsible development

• Limited business understanding of mining and unrealistic value expectations
– Business environment distorted by years of a military-controlled economy

• Local support or participation essential in states and ethnic areas; can result in
“too many hands in the till” – royalties and non-contributing equities
• Limited technical capacity in Mines Department and DGSE
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Myanmar Mining - a New Era?
WHAT IS THE MINERAL POTENTIAL AND
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY?

• Myanmar has significant potential for
multiple commodities but is not an
untouched treasure trove
• Considering infrastructure, gold is the
priority especially in peripheral regions
• Limited past exploration enhances the
opportunity for rapid discovery of shallow
economic deposits
• Exploration should be strongly focused by
geological understanding
– Distinguish mineral systems with real
significance from dispersed “smoke”

• Exploration and development are
challenged by weak infrastructure and
services and high costs
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Myanmar Mining - a New Era?
REALISING THE POTENTIAL?
• Minimal past exploration means there is no
pipeline of development projects
– Need to incentivise high-risk investment in highrisk brownfields and greenfields exploration

• A competitive investment and operating
framework is needed to build an internationalstandard mining industry, considering that
– Mineral potential is high but not world-class
– Infrastructure is poor and contributes to cost of
exploration and development
– Availability of data that can facilitate early-stage
targeting is very limited compared with many
jurisdictions (e.g. airborne geophysics)
– Global investment drought and competition for
exploration dollars from established high-potential
jurisdictions
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Myanmar Mining - a New Era?
REALISING THE POTENTIAL?
• Promote high-risk investment and attract quality technically-focused explorers
– Realistic understanding by government of potential, opportunity, and
hurdles
– Mining Law and Regulations that encourage exploration dollars in the
ground and new discovery – expenditure commitments over rents
– Government return through taxes and royalties – eliminate production
sharing, minimise equity participation
– Clarity of terms in progression from exploration to production
– “One-stop shop” for foreign investors – speed up licensing process
•

Improve Mines Department capacity to transparently administer licensing
system – new cadstral system

•

Reduce “red-tape” and administrative overhead to make exploration more
efficient and cost effective
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Myanmar Mining - a New Era?
REALISING THE POTENTIAL?
• Ensure that investment framework provides fair return to all stakeholders
– Adequate and fair environmental regulations and structure for community
engagement – it is of benefit to serious mining companies to have a clear and
transparent regulatory system

• Achieve participation and support of local state governments and ethnic groups
– Essential to realise potential in some of the most prospective belts, but must be
structured and requires capacity building

• Pursue EITI application – positive indication of government intentions

• Support education and industry training initiatives
• Empower and facilitate local entrepreneurs in mining and mining services –
maximise local return from successful foreign investment
• Facilitate foreign-company service provision until local international-standard
services are available
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A New Era?
REALISING THE POTENTIAL, ONCE THE FRAMEWORK IS IN PLACE?
• Improved geological and metallogenic understanding can be applied to
support effective targeting models in ground selection and exploration
• With the paucity of data and often limited existing understanding of
mineralised belts, expert geological assessment will be critical in
identifying and prioritising potential
• Lack of past exploration provides opportunity for rapid discovery of
outcropping orebodies using well-targeted basic techniques such as
stream-sediment geochemistry and airborne geophysics
• Artisanal gold operations provide a key targeting criterion in unexplored
areas
• AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICS COVERAGE! Combined with geological expertise
and targeting
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Drivers of MINEX Investment
Local geological and prospectivity factors are positive
 Geological – well endowed in some economic minerals
 Prospectivity – no track-record but under-explored

Local factors that government can control or influence
? Regulatory environment: laws, regulations & policy –
OPPORTUNITY
X Infrastructure framework – very poorly developed, longerterm proposition for improvement
X Data – limited data & capacity in DGSE
X Services & workforce – limited capacity, TRAINING
 Security & health risks – improving
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PDAC 2003
WHAT HAS CHANGED THIRTEEN YEARS LATER?

YES? THE OPPORTUNITY IS THERE FOR MYANMAR TO TAKE………
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Closing Remarks
• Myanmar has the endowment to support a significant mining industry
• HIGH-RISK INVESTMENT IS NEEDED IF MINING IS TO SERIOUSLY
CONTRIBUTE TO THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF MYANMAR

• A fair investment regime combined with effective social/environmental
regulations will attract serious exploration and mining companies
– May include large, mid-tier and technically-competent junior companies
– Reputable companies will follow industry-standard best practice and a
‘social licence to operate’ to deliver the best outcome in terms of economic
return, social and environmental impact

• Foreign investment can support local entrepreneurs

• Mineral deposits are unrealised assets until they are developed and
contribute to the economic and social development of the country
• HIGH RISK INVESTMENT IN EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT WILL
NOT OCCUR WITHOUT A COMPETITIVE INVESTMENT FRAMEWORK
www.csaglobal.com

For more information
please contact:
Neal Reynolds
Director
neal.reynolds@csaglobal.com
+61 8 9355 1677
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